Even the most Stubborn turf weeds won’t see new SPEARHEAD coming.

Containing new chemistry, SPEARHEAD is a selective herbicide with the power to strike from out of the blue in any sports or amenity turf situation.

SPEARHEAD sets new levels of excellence, and controls not only the more common weeds of turf, but also the problem weeds such as Slender Speedwell and the Clovers.

With its approval for use on grasses as young as two months, low rates of use and clearance for knapsack application, now is the time to select SPEARHEAD - the ultimate all round weapon in the war against turf weeds.
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Advertising Works

Lance Bassett, in the forefront of the marketplace

Lance Bassett, Sales Director

Greenkeeper International puts our products squarely in the forefront of the marketplace

LANCE BASSETT, Sales Director
Alwen Power Equipment

For more details call: James McEvey or Louise Lunn at BIGGA HQ on 01347 838581.

There’s only a few exhibition spaces left for BTME 97 – for more details contact Louise Lunn on 01347 838581.
It's all down to the Finnish

We had known for some time of the Finnish Greenkeepers Association but formal contacts only began last October during the Swedish Greenkeepers Association Conference and continued with the formation in March this year of the new Federation of European Golf Greenkeepers Associations when Elise Jarvinen, Chair of the FGA, was nominated to the new FEGGA board. Elise was very keen to foster relations between BIGGA and the FGA and so it was in the first week in July that Scott MacCallum and myself ventured forth on our first visit to Finland.

It was not without significance that we went in early July for there are only some two to three months in any year when Finnish greenkeepers can show their golf courses at their best. One can only be impressed with what is happening in greenkeeping in Finland. The country currently has 89 golf courses while some 200 greenkeepers make up members of the FGA. Essentially the FGA is represented at every membership of the FGA. The FGA is led by a BIGGA are still some way from achieving. The FGA is led by a BIGGA in focus

BY NEIL THOMAS

excellently led and going places. Greenkeeping is well organised, its plans for the future being currently engaged in productive discussions with one of the horticulture colleges. Meanwhile seminars are arranged and there is much informal exchange of ideas and techniques. I was told that the simple and cost effective solution to a problem was often seen as more appropriate than the complicated and expensive one. Practicality is a feature of the approach by Finnish greenkeepers to their profession and systematic of a Finnish trait for efficiency, common sense and sound administration.

It was a pleasure to spend a few hours in the company of Osmo Saarinen, Secretary of the Finnish Golf Union, and to appreciate at first hand the strength of the relationship between the FGU and the FGA. Both organisations are forward looking and keen to move ahead in harmony. This can only augur well for the future of the profession in Finland. If one needed any proof that here is a progressive country it was to be found in a visit to the Vierumaki Golf Course situated within the country's National Sports Institute. The facilities not only for golf but sports in general were outstanding and we were privileged to enjoy a presentation by Tapani Illika, Director of the Institute and President of the Finnish Olympic Team. This facility is supported by other smaller institutes around the country and demonstrated very visibly just how far we lag behind in this country in such provision.

In a four day visit we proceeded on a whistle stop tour of eight golf courses covering many miles in the process. Wherever we went the Head Greenkeeper ensured us a warm welcome and there was real pleasure that we had taken the trouble to visit the country and meet with the FGA. The hand of friendship was extended and as we travelled with our hosts, headed by Elise and supported by Pekka Nieminen, Kristina Laukkanen and Illika Kaivosoja we learnt much about Finland and Finnish greenkeeping as well as about the outgoing Finns and their sense of humour. Make no mistake Finnish greenkeeping is well organised, excellently led and going places. It is a land of short summers and long winters. The snow and ice confronts the greenkeeper with his greatest problems closing courses for six to seven months of the year. But this is also the land of the midnight sun when in summer one moves north golf is available 24 hours a day. Indeed yours truly was spied hitting a ball at 1.10am as a new golf course experience! The extended daylight encourages growth and I was informed that cutting takes place three times as frequently as in this country. That is part of a story which Scott MacCallum will report on in a two part series starting in the next issue of Greenkeeper International. It will cover some excellent golf courses and feature Head Greenkeepers who are leading the way forward in Finland. For Scott and myself it was a great experience as we travelled around the country and meet with the FGA. To Elise, Pekka, Kristina and Ilkka and the other friends we made, a big thank you. I suspect a few of you will be making your way to the BTME in Harrogate next January - I hope so.
As I see it...
BY DEAN CLEAVER
BIGGA CHAIRMAN

The highlight of the month for me, and no doubt a great many other people, was The Open Championship at Royal Lytham & St Annes.

I began the week at the Association of Golf Writers dinner in the R&A Tent on the Tuesday night. It was a great honour to be part of the evening and the terrific atmosphere certainly set the tone for the rest of the week.

I must pay tribute to Jimmy MacDonald and his team who set up the course perfectly and considering the weather the course stood up remarkably well. It was also nice to hear the kind comments of the Champion, Tom Lehman, about the course.

I'd like also to thank all the members of the Greenkeeping Support Team and the commitment shown by all the members throughout the Championship.

The recognition for the work done by the team is growing and it was nice to see Duncan Smith being able to assist the Championship officials in the confusion over a score at the 18th hole and the Chairman of the Championship committee visiting the marquee just to find out how many bunkers had been raked.

The information collected by the team and passed on to the media is also well received and becoming an increasingly valuable service provided by BIGGA.

Outside of The Open I attended a meeting about the possibility of forming a new Essex Section. It was a great success with over 60 greenkeepers attending and the green light being given to go ahead. I'd like to wish them all the best and hope that they become a successful section.

Elsewhere I attended the Hayter Regional Final at Abergele GC. I was lucky enough to play the course twice and found it to be in superb condition. I'm certainly looking forward to the Hayter Final at Fairhaven next month.

NEW

BIGGA President hands out prizes

BIGGA President Viscount Whitelaw paid a visit to the Cumbria Cup sponsored by Course Care, at Penrith for the second successive year.

An excellent day's golf over John Berry's excellently conditioned course and Viscount Whitelaw arrived in time for the meal and presented the prizes.


• Ian Holoran is pictured presenting Viscount Whitelaw with a token of the section's appreciation for attending the Cumbria Cup.

New Essex section

A meeting took place on June 27 in Bury St Edmunds of all interested members with a view to forming a new Essex Section.

The outcome of the meeting, attended by over 50 greenkeeper members, was that the new Section will be formed and the boundaries of the current East Anglia Section redrawn. Both Sections will form part of the South East Region. This will take place following the AGM of the East Anglia Section in December.

During the next few months discussions will take place with the present East Anglia Section Committee and also with those members interested in sitting on the new Essex Section Committee to ensure that all matters are appropriately dealt with prior to the new Section beginning to operate.

Members wishing to sit on either of the committees should make this known through local contacts or to Janet Adamson at Headquarters within the next few months.

Executive Director Neil Thomas commented, "The formation of a new Section is an important stage in the Association's development and the interests of members will be protected. At the end of the exercise it is vital that two viable and forward looking Sections are in place and it is the intention of Headquarters, the East Anglia Section committee and the incoming Essex Section committee to work to this end."

Members are invited to contribute to the current discussions and details will be reported in Greenkeeper International in due course.
Clearing Saw or Brushcutter?
It has to be a Stihl!

For optimum performance in Local Authority work, forestry and landscape, whether your choice is clearing saw or brushcutter, there is only one decision to make — which STIHL.

Stihl, the number one name in chainsaws, also engineer a range of ten powerful, reliable and robust professional brushcutters and clearing saws from 25cc to over 56cc which provide foresters, contractors or local authority parks departments with the ultimate cutting machine for everything from thinning young stands up to 7cm or more in diameter or clearing tough undergrowth, coarse scrub or matted weeds and grass. If you are looking for lasting quality, reliability and the full backing of expert service and spares availability the choice can only be STIHL.

For full details of the Stihl range complete the FREEPOST coupon or FREEPHONE 0800 1375 74 for your FREE copy of the new Stihl 64 page catalogue.
Coup for Ransomes as official supplier to PGA European Tour

Ransomes, Europe's leading manufacturer of professional turf-care equipment, has been appointed an Official Supplier to the PGA European Tour.

Under the agreement, Ransomes, Cushman and Ryan grass and turf maintenance machinery becomes a preferred greenkeeping product of the Tour and will be recommended for use at all PGA European Tour venues for the next three years. The agreement encompasses both the European Tour and the European Seniors Tour which comprise this year 50 tournaments including the Open Golf Championship and the Volvo PGA Championship.

As a preferred Tour supplier, Ransomes will make equipment available, as required, to help prepare Tour venues prior to all events. Ransomes will also hold special equipment familiarisation and discussion workshops for Tournament Directors. In addition, the company will co-sponsor an annual PGA European Tour Greenkeepers Conference and be involved in the presentation of conference sessions and educational papers.

"As a world-class supplier of grass and turf machinery, Ransomes is delighted to be extending major support to the world-class series of tournaments comprising the PGA European Tour," commented Ransomes' Chief Executive, Peter Wilson.

"With St Andrews, Gleneagles and Pebble Beach already committed exclusively to Ransomes, this latest award demonstrates once again that we now have the full range of machines, the people and the resolve to compete for and win business on golf courses the world over."

George O'Grady, Managing Director of PGA European Tour Enterprises, said: "The Tour welcomes this outstanding support from Ransomes.

"Their commitment and service is vital in ensuring that all Tour venues are offered the very best opportunity to improve playing conditions both for our tournaments and indeed their own members."

Toro links up with Disney for major sports complex

The Toro Company and Walt Disney World Sports have formed a corporate alliance for facilities maintenance and presentation at the Walt Disney World International Sports Complex, due to open in the USA next May.

The multi-million pound international sports complex will accommodate festival-type events, more than 30 different sports as well as professional-calibre training and competitions. It will serve as the headquarters for sporting events taking place throughout the Walt Disney World Resort near Orlando.

Toro will provide maintenance equipment and computerised irrigation systems for the 80 acres of turf throughout the sports complex. The environmentally-friendly "fertigation" system developed by Toro - feeding daily doses of liquid nutrients to the grass through irrigation systems - will also be used.

In addition, Toro will present and name the four and half acre "town green" designed for ceremonies, celebrations and other public events in the heart of the 200 acre complex.

The company already supplies all landscaping equipment to Disney, and provides turf maintenance equipment to top sporting sites such as the Valderrama venue for the 1997 Ryder Cup and Wimbledon. Toro has been represented in every major country in Europe since the mid-1930s.

Kendrick P Melrose, chairman and chief executive of Toro, said, "We are thrilled to be joining forces with Disney on what we believe will be the premier championship sports destination in the world for years to come."
INcredible for WHAT THEY DO

Articulators from LasTec offering the highest quality finish cut of any rotary mower at any price

- Precise length
- Better grass distribution
- Better wet grass cutting
- Better lift • Less Compaction
And of course, No Scalping

STRONGER • LIGHTER • TOUGHER • BETTER

Even Better for WHAT THEY ARE

Marlwood Limited
Court Lodge Farm, Forge Lane, East Farleigh
Maidstone, Kent, ME15 0HQ, England.
Tel: (01622) 728718 • Fax (01622) 728720

TIRED OF SPREADING BY HAND,
OR WET MATERIAL STICKING IN
A TIRED MACHINE?

Call Ultra Plant for a demonstration of the Ultra Spreader.
Used on Murrayfield, Lansdown Road, Cardiff Arms Park and most major contractors in the UK
Tel: 01868 747582

35b Farlough Road, Newmills, Dungannon, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland BT71 4DU

THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE

The complete range of top dressings for every sports turf situation.
Rigorously tested for quality, consistency and predictable performance.

Roffey Brothers Ltd.
Throop Road, Bournemouth BH8 0DF
Tel: 01202 537777 • Fax: 01202 532765

Quality you can count on, year in year out.
Praise for greenkeeper from highest source

Marriott Forest of Arden Course Manager Ray Hunt received some praise from no less a source than Europe’s number one Colin Montgomerie during the Alamo English Open. "We were here in March and since then I think he (Ray Hunt) has done a very good job," said Monty during a press conference at the tournament he came close to winning but which eventually went to Australian Robert Allenby. Prior to the tournament Ray was asked to produce a course with a US Open flavour to it as it was the final European event before several of the field flew to Oakland Hills for the US Open – see April Greenkeeper International.

“The course itself, from a definition point of view, looks fabulous and plays like a tournament course. It is tough, as tough a layout as we will find in Europe," explained Monty.

“I spoke with the Course Manager with suggestions to see how we could toughen it up and it’s certainly as tough as I would like to see it. This has set a bit of a standard this week and hopefully other courses and tournament promoters can see that the players believe in this type of layout.”

Root zones in seminar spotlight

Nigel is wired for sound

Nigel Potter, Head Greenkeeper at Meltham GC was the winner of the Sony portable CD player offered in a draw among respondents to the OPE golf machinery survey. Our picture shows Nigel receiving the machine from Graham Dale, Chairman of the OPE Council.

The OPE Council is part of the AEA and covers all Outdoor Power and Equipment products, including those sold into land amenity, local authority and domestic markets as well as to golf courses. The OPE Council has over 80 member companies.

The golf machinery survey has been undertaken on behalf of OPE members supplying the golf market and aims at providing an indication of the total number of machines owned by golf courses and the age distribution of these.

Graham Dale commented, “We were very encouraged to receive replies to our survey from 500 courses and we hope that we can use the results to provide an ever improved service to this sector. The draw we offered was a small thank you for all those greenkeepers who helped us and we hope that Nigel will get many hours of pleasure from the CD unit.”

Praise for greenkeeper from highest source

Marriott Forest of Arden Course Manager Ray Hunt received some praise from no less a source than Europe’s number one Colin Montgomerie during the Alamo English Open. "We were here in March and since then I think he (Ray Hunt) has done a very good job," said Monty during a press conference at the tournament he came close to winning but which eventually went to Australian Robert Allenby. Prior to the tournament Ray was asked to produce a course with a US Open flavour to it as it was the final European event before several of the field flew to Oakland Hills for the US Open – see April Greenkeeper International.

“The course itself, from a definition point of view, looks fabulous and plays like a tournament course. It is tough, as tough a layout as we will find in Europe," explained Monty.

“I spoke with the Course Manager with suggestions to see how we could toughen it up and it’s certainly as tough as I would like to see it. This has set a bit of a standard this week and hopefully other courses and tournament promoters can see that the players believe in this type of layout.”

Quality, consistency and availability were the main themes of a seminar on root zones held by Hephworth Minerals and Chemicals Ltd., Pro-Sport Product Group in June. Senior greenkeepers and groundsman from many parts of the country plus distributors’ representatives attended the meeting at Mere Golf and Country Club, Knurford.

George Shells, consultant agronomist to the PGA European Tour discussed soil testing and the formulation of root zones. John Souter, who lists Manchester United Football Club among his clients gave case histories of problems solving on high profile sports pitches. Both speakers paid special attention to the problems raised by the increasingly high rate of usage of sports turf of all types whether golf course or sports pitch. They stressed the need for proper evaluation of the soil and sub-soil and the correct build up to the final root zone which alone can lay the foundation for a grassed surface which will withstand the demands of all the year round usage.

John Souter showed his simple but effective glass tube method of demonstrating to clients the drainage properties of various turf construction materials. "It’s simple," said John, “But when you are showing greens committees or grounds committees who are not trained greenkeepers or groundsmen, what the problem is and what you are trying to achieve, a simple demonstration is always better than a 10 or 20 page report.”

Pro-Sport Product Group Sales Manager, Tony Jacques, gave a summary of the various root zones, top dressings and sports sands under the Pro-Sport brand. He introduced the new Pro-Sport Green divot mix and was able to demonstrate the effectiveness of the product when many of the delegates played golf on the immaculate Mere course. This has been one of the courses where the product has been successfully tested.

The par 3 holes where using an iron from the tee is most likely to result in a divot being taken all have Pro-Sport Green divot mix boxes on the tees. Using the product greatly improves the look of the tee while grass is growing back. The Mere greenkeeper mixes seed with the green divot mix to speed up the repair.

New marketing job for Les

Bob Andrews Ltd has appointed Les Cork as Marketing Manager, all products. Les has been working with Goblin McCulloch for the past five years as Area Sales Manager and has had valuable previous experience with Sachs Dolmar (Area Manager) B.E.R., Markit (UK) Ltd and Solo Power Equipment Ltd.
Huxleys celebrate
50 years progress

More than 100 visitors representing golf clubs, local authorities, contract firms, schools, sports clubs, public and private parks, estates and gardens helped Huxleys celebrate its 50th Anniversary at Alresford Golf Club in June.

The day began with Managing Director, Paul Huxley, introducing his father, Edward, who founded the business in 1946. Paul went on to thank the company’s many customers for their support over the years, pointing out that a number of those present had been associated with the firm for a quarter of a century or more.

“That in itself speaks volumes of the confidence and trust built up over the years between Huxleys and its customers,” commented Paul Huxley. “Still wholly family-owned, the business was founded on the twin principles of straightforward dealing and good service, principles which hold true to this day.”

He pointed out that Huxleys is one of very few companies within the turf machinery industry which has its own direct retail operation offering sales, service, parts support and local hire of the machines it manufactures and distributes throughout Britain and overseas. These facilities are available to professional customers located within a reasonable distance of Huxleys’ New Alresford head office and its Scottish branch at Broxburn, West Lothian.

“Our retail operation helps provide a close understanding of customers’ needs while ensuring a fast and positive response to calls for assistance, service or repair,” Paul Huxley explained. “Most of the machines developed and built by Huxleys over the years have benefited from the suggestions, comments and ideas of end users.”

Following Paul Huxley’s welcome and introductions came product demonstrations and a hands-on opportunity to assess individual machines, followed by a golf competition in the afternoon. Ever popular, the golf attracted 80 entrants playing four ball matches around the attractive and immaculately-prepared Alresford course.

During the morning machinery demonstrations, Huxleys highlighted a number of its latest products. These included the quiet and exceptionally stable Teestar tees and surrounds mower, the remarkable Soil Reliever deep aerator and the Grasskeeper greens grooming brush, now suitable for use behind compact tractors and turf vehicles as well as fitting in place of the cutting units on most ride-on golf greens mowers.

Also demonstrated was the latest Turfblazer 1280 rotary mower equipped with 126in (3.2m) wide cutting deck, 61hp turbocharged diesel engine and four wheel drive option. This high performance machine features individually folded wing cutting units, enhancing work in confined areas and transport between different sites. Maximum transport width is just 70in (1.7m).

For those not playing golf, guided tours of Huxleys’ manufacturing facility gave an insight into the teamwork involved in designing, developing, producing, demonstrating, supplying and supporting the wide range of professional grass and turf machinery carrying the Huxley name.

Beware of those rays...

A reminder to outdoor workers – that they should be aware of the health dangers from excessive exposure of the skin to the sun – comes from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE).

Mindful of last year’s heatwave, a statement from the HSE points out that undue exposure of the skin to the sun should be avoided, particularly during the three or four hours around the middle of the day, and especially for those people who are more sensitive to the sun than others. Speaking for the HSE, health policy official Mike Shepherd said: “Too much exposure of the skin to sunlight can be damaging. It can prematurely age the skin, leaving it wrinkled and leathery, and increase the risk of developing skin cancer in later life. However, these adverse effects can be almost totally avoided by following the guidance contained in HSE’s free leaflet, ‘Keep Your Top On’ which includes simple advice on how to recognise skin types most at risk.

“It is important for outdoor workers to realise the possible dangers from the sun and to take sensible precautions to protect their health. These include shading the skin from direct sunlight by wearing a long-sleeved top and also a wide-brimmed hat – the latter will be very effective in helping to shade the face, head and the back of the neck.”

The leaflet supports HSE’s current “Good Health is Good Business” publicity campaign, which aims to reduce the number of people who suffer ill health caused or made worse by work.

Copies of the leaflet can be obtained free from HSE Books PO Box 1989, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO1 6FS. Tel: 01787 881165 Fax: 01787 313995.

THE BIGGEST MISTAKE I’VE EVER MADE AND WOULD ADMIT TO IS:

“Asking advice from Ronnie Bunting, who’s just over the hill from me at Kilmalcolm”

Gordon Kerr, Gleddoch

Mike hits his quarter century

A quarter of a century of loyal service has been reached by one of the South West and South Wales Region’s most respected greenkeepers. Mike Pike of Elfordleigh Hotel, Golf & Country Club joined the club in 1971 when he was only 22 years old. Since then Mike has nurtured and looked after Elfordleigh’s popular course and has turned it into one of the very best kept in the region.

After 25 years of service Mike has some very firm ideas about how a golf course should be run. “The secret of a good golf course is allowing the Greenkeeper to run his own course. I’ve always had this freedom at Elfordleigh which is probably why I’m still here and why I’ll be hopefully be here for another 25 years. “The feedback I get from members and visitors who play the course is that they most appreciate a firm and true putting service and I’ve always had very good remarks made about mine which makes me and hopefully the members very proud.”

Firm bought out

AM Russell, the 114 year old Edinburgh based Toro dealer, has been the subject of a successful management buy out led by new Managing Director Brian Goudie and Financial Director Joe Zawinski. The company which employs 33 people is the largest supplier of Toro equipment in Europe and has an annual turnover of £4 million.

In 1946 Huxleys sold the Allen Motor Scythe (top). Founder Ted Huxley, above, is pictured on the new all-hydraulic Teestar